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Preface
The project on which this book is based is part of the sociological
research programme of the Department of Applied Economics in the
University of Cambridge. It wa~ carried out with the help of a grant
from the Social Science Research Council, and a small grant from the
Engineering Employers Federation.
Large-scale fieldwork is only made possible by the friendly cooperation of many people. Our thanks go out to all of them. First and
foremost we owe a debt to the management and workers of the nine
participating organisations, those of Baker-Perkins Ltd., Bettles the
Builders, British Rail (Peterborough District), Combex (and parent
company Dunbee-Combex-Marx Ltd), Farrows (and parent company
Reckitt and Coleman Ltd), Harrells Dairies, London Brick Company,
Perkins Engines (and parent company Massey-Ferguson), and Peterborough Corporation. Well over 1000 people in these organisations
gave generously of their time, knowledge and other resources. Many
others in the town of Peterborough- including union officials, other
managements, the staffs of the Employment Exchange and of the New
Town Development Corporation -also gave us much help.
Our research team has also been numerous. The Department of
Applied Economics has been our project's home, and most of its staff
have contributed in one way or another to this book. Carol Stocking of
the N.O.R.C. unit in Chicago helped in the early stages when we were
studying the firms and setting up the interviewing programme. This
programme was carried out with the help of Sheila Abrams, Paola
Begey, Valerie Blackburn, Meg Brian, Kay Coe, Wendy Nicol, Rosemary Parker, Penny Pollitt and Mary Riddell, all of whom also helped
in a number of other ways. Our data analysis was assisted by Margaret
Clarke, not forgetting the staff of the creed room, while programming
owed much to Mike Hughes, Roger Smith, Dr Joyce Wheeler and Dr
Lucy Slater. For the typing and production of questionnaires, research
instruments, and various drafts of this book we wish to thank the
secretarial staff of the D.A.E. and also Linda Peachey of Essex
University and Elizabeth O'Leary of the London School of Economics.
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Preface

To our colleagues in the D.A.E., Ken Prandy and Sandy Stewart, we
owe a large intellectual debt. The sharing of ideas, fieldwork experience
and techniques of analysis between our various research projects has
been so extensive that often we cannot remember where a particular idea
originated. Other colleagues, especially in the Essex University Sociology Department and in the Stratification Seminar of the Social Science
Research Council, have given helpful advice and criticism. We would
like to single out especially Frank Bechhofer, John Goldthorpe, David
Lee, David Lockwood, Howard Newby, Frank Wilkinson and Stephen
Wood.
Despite all this, however, we take and claim responsibility for the
contents of this book.

